Custom Terminal Stands

Keep your POS security on firm footing with tough, reliable stands created specifically for Ingenico products

Electronic payment fraud is not a crime of passion, convenience or impulse. The theft of electronic cardholder data during an otherwise legitimate transaction is big business, operated by an international criminal enterprise that typically uses sophisticated, virtually undetectable “skimming” devices to compromise your security systems.

Unless you take strong countermeasures to protect the physical security of your POS hardware and software, you become an easy target.

The first line of defense is to ensure that your payment terminals are securely mounted so that they never leave your premises without authorization. That’s why Ingenico’s custom payment terminal stands are the strongest protection against physical product tampering and skimming schemes.

- Protect your customers’ payment data
- Protect yourself from financial liability
- Protect your brand identity and integrity
Most skimming frauds rely on illegal tampering to modify your existing payment terminals, often aided by unscrupulous employees who work for a fee or a percentage of profits. This “insider” steals or gains unauthorized access to your payment terminal, installs a concealed device that captures card data, and returns the terminal to its original position.

Although each transaction continues to appear secure to the merchant and customer alike, the electronic skimmer is intercepting sensitive cardholder data at the point of entry, before it enters the secure system. The illegally captured data – including card data and PIN keystrokes – is collected and relayed to the gangs and bosses who run the enterprise, where it is used to generate counterfeit cards and other forms of financial fraud.

That’s why Ingenico’s heavy-duty stands are manufactured specifically to help protect against unauthorized removal of your device and attempts at POS tampering:

- Steel-core structure surrounded by a wear-resistant polycarbonate casing provides long life in any retail environment.
- Secure design thwarts theft, modification and damage.
- Vigorous testing ensures unsurpassed strength and reliability.

In addition to increased security, Ingenico terminal stands are designed to enhance the convenience of the checkout experience. With an attractive design and small footprint, Ingenio stands are flexible and versatile:

- Mount anywhere and to any countertop surface, including glass, Corian® or other solid surfaces, granite and steel
- Custom tilt and swivel tension are easily adjustable in the field
- Two base height options: 3.25” and 4.63”, each with 180-degree horizontal swivel rotation
- Two vertical tilt options: 0-65 degrees and 0-90 degrees
- Range of key-lock positions available: no key/thumbscrew only, one key per store, one key per stand, master keys, or unique custom keys

Don’t compromise. Depend on Ingenico stands for merchant and cardholder security.

“In 2009, combined losses due to payment card fraud in Canada reached $500.7 million... while credit card fraud decreased, losses due to debit card fraud spiked by 36% to $142.3 million.”

Criminal Intelligence Service in Canada 2010 Report on Organized Crime